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Abstract. We present results on trapping and cooling of positrons in a Penning 
trap. Up to a few thousand positrons are trapped and sympathetically cooled through 
Coulonib collisions (sympathetic cooiing) with laser-coded 'BeL ions. By imaging the 
qBe' laser-induced fluorescence, we observe centrifugal separation of the 'Be+ ions 
and the  positrons, with the positrons coalescing into a column along the trap axis. 
This indicates the positrons have the same rotation frequency and comparable density 
(- 4 x lo9 ~ m - ~ )  as the  'Be+ ions, and places an upper limit of approximately 5 I( 
on t!ie positron temperature of motion parallel to the magnetic field. The measured 
positron lifetime is > 8 days in our room temperature vacuum of lo-* Pa 
8 Conlributzon of XIST.  Not subject to LT.S. c o p y r i g h t .  

I INTRODUCTION 

This paper presents experimental results on the  capture, storage and cooling of 
positrons in a Penning t rap that  simultaneously contains Izser-cooled 'Be+ ions. 
The esperirnental work follows previous discussions and siinulations of trapping and 
sg-mpathetic cooling of positrons via Coulomb collisions with cold 'Be' ions [1,2]. 
Siniilar and somewhat more detailed discussions are given in [3] .  Cold positron 
plasmas are useful as a source for cold beams of high brightness [4.5]. In addition 
cold positron piasmas are useful for studies of positron-normal-matter interactions, 
such as the study of resoiiaiices in low-energy positron annihilation on molecules [4], 
for production of a plasma whose modes must he  treated quantiim mechanically 
[1,6], and for formation of antihydrogen by passing cold antiprotons through a 
reservoir of cold positrons [7!S]. 

Several groups have successfully trapped positrons in electromagnetic traps. 
Positrons have been trapped using resistive cooling of the posimms [9], by ramp- 
ing the trap electrostatic potential [IO], arid in a magnetic-mirror configuration by 
electron cyclotron-resonance heating [Ill. Recent experiments by Gabrielse and co- 
wxkers [8.12.13] have successfully t.rapped more than 106 positrons in a cryogenic 
trap in 1 hour through a method where positronium in a high Ry-dberg stat.e created 
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FIGURE i. (a) Schematic diagram of the load and experimental cylindrical Penning traps; 
EC=end cap, C=compensation, R=ring of the experimental trap. (b) TWG species '!&+ - e+ 
plasma: camera image (top) and radial variation of fluorescence signal integrated over z (bottom). 

on the surface of the moderator is field-ionized in the trap. Surlio and co-workers 
[4:5!14-16], using a 90 mCi positron source, report, the largest number of' trapped 
positrons (- 3 x lo6) with a trapping ra.te of 3x10' positrons in 8 minutes and a. 
trapping efficiency greater than 25 % of the modei-ated positrons. 111 these experi- 
ments trapping was achieved through collisions with a room-temperature buffer gas 
of Na. In this paper we discuss the results of simultaneously trapping and cooling 
positrons with laser-cooled 'Be+ ions. We observe centrifugal separation of die 
positroils and 'Be' ions, which enables us to  determine the positron dcnsi:.); and 
place a rough upper bound on the positron temperature. 

I1 EXPERIMENTd4L SETUP 

The Penning trap, along with the positron source and positron moderator are 
shown in Fig. l ( a ) .  The stack of cylindrical electrodes (10 nim in diameter: 60 iim 

long) forms two Penning traps, in a 6 T magnetic field. The top, load (L) trap a-as 
used to  create 'Be+ ion plasmas by ionizing neutral 'Be atoins sublimated froin 
a heated 'Be filament. The 'Be+ ions are transferred to the lower, esperiment,al 
(E) trap for experimentation. 111 a single load-transfer cycle we can  store over one 
million ions. -411 axisynimetric, nearly quadratic trapping potential is generated by 
biasing die ring of the experimental trap to a negative voltage VI; and adjacent 
compensation electrodes t o  VC = 0 .9xVR.  For ITI;=  -100 T i ;  and for the endcap 
voltage VEC = 0 the single particle axial frequency for 'Be' ions is d2/2x=870 
kHz, and the magnetron frequency is d,n/r)x=25 6Hz. 

The  ions were cooled by a laser beam t,uiied - 10 MHz lower than a hJ-perfine- 
Zeeman component of .,he 2 ~ ~ 5 ~ ; ~  - 3p2P3,'2 resonance in g13e+ at, 31.3 n m  Li7]- 
The lzser beam was directed through t,lie i:.ap; iiitersectirig Lhe ion piasma 011 



;he side receding from the laser ixam due LO rhe plasma roia:ion. -4s shon-n in 
Fit? - 3  the  beain enrered the trap h e ~ n e e r !  the i q x r  compensation and ring 
fiec;rodes. passed dirough die s:-sp cenrer.  a d  ?sized c!irou$~ tlie gap hem-een ;he 
ring and lox-er compensation electrode, m-aking an 11" angle n-ith the horizontal 

plane. Based on IneasuremenTs performed in previous experiments [17-1 sj we 
expect T, 5 Tll 5 10C mK, where TL and Til describe che velocity- distributions in 
&e direction perpendicular and parallel to  the trap axis ( 3  a~is). 

-411 ion plasma in thermal equiiibrium at these cryogenic temperatures is a 
uniforni-densir;y plasma with a rigid-body rotation frequency L L ~  in the range 
un < L.'? < Sl - w,, where Ll = 10.2 MHz is the ion cyclotron frequency \Ve 
used a rotating electric field pert,urbation to  control w, [20]. The ion density is 
constant n-ithin the plasma and is given bj- no = 2tomw,(Q - w,)/q2, where q and 
nb are the charge and mass of an ion, and €0 is the permittivity of the vacuum. 
Since the trapping potential is quadratic near the trap center, the plasma has the 
shape of a spheroid whose aspect ratio, Q = z o / T o ;  depends on wT. Here 220 and 27-0 
are the axial and radial extents of the plasma splieroid. Low rotation ( L J ~  - w ~ )  
results in an  oblate spheroid of large radius. Increasing wT increases the Lorentz 
force due t o  the plasma rotation through the magnetic field, which in turn increases 
a. and no. At w, = !2/2 (Brillouin limit) the ion plasma attains its maximum aspect 
ratio and densit.y. For gBe' ions at 6 T the maximum ion density is 1.1 ~ 1 0 ' ~  emp3. 
Side-1-iew images of the 'Be+ plasma spheroid were produced by an f/5 imaging 
system that  sends 313 nm photons scattered in a direction 11" above the z = 0 
plane of the trap onto the photocathode of a photon-counting imaging detector. 

The source for the positrons is a 2 mCi "Xa soiirce with an active diameter of 
-1 rriiii. The soiirce is placed just abme rli[-a vrlciltirli enr-elope, and positrons enter 
the trap through a Ti foil of 7pn thickness. Positrons travel along the axis of the 
Penning traps until they hit tlie moderator crystal placed below the lower end-cap 
of the experimental Penning trap. The positron current reaching the crystal was 
measured by an electrometer. At the beginning of our experiment the measured 
current was -2 F A .  For the method of trapping positrons discussed in [2] ,  a 
room-temperature 1;inetic-energy distribution of moderated positrons is important. 
Room-temperature distributions of moderated positrons have been reported in the 
1it.erature for a number of single-crystal met,al!ic moderst,ors. We chose a Cu( l l1 )  
moderator crystal because of the expected narrow distribution of positrons [21,22], 
and because it can be annealed at  a lower temperat'ure (-900 "C). However, for 
die experimental results discussed here the moderator crystal was heated only to  
350 "C during tlie vacuum hakeout. 

I11 POSITRON DETECTION 

In the experiment, the presence of trapped positrons ~xas verified by three dif- 
ferent me~hods.  T!ie positrons were detect,ed by our (a) observing changes in the 
Be' ion fluorescence due t,o application of microuaws near the positron cyclotron 9 



frequency; jb) dekcting the absence of "e' ions in the p!asn:a cencer in side-\.ien- 
images of the 'BE- ion Auorescence, and (c) detcicting the annihilation radia;ion 
d t e r  pdskig r;he accurnulated positrons onto the titanium foil ab0.i.e t h e  t rap.  

T!ie f i rs t  ex-idence of positroil accumulation ~ ~ ' 2 s  obtained ~hrough microwave ex- 
citation of the positron cyclocron resonance near 166 GHz. Wavegiiides carried the 
microwave radiation into the magnet. bore close to die trap center. The microvcaves 
heated che positrons by increasing their cyclotron energy-. Through Coulomb inter- 
a.ctions the positrons then increased the "ei ion energy tr-hich changed the level 
of the 'Be' ion fluorescence. The positron cyclouon resonance curve, obtained by 
sweeping the niicron-ave radiation around 166 GHz, was -200 kHz wide 131. T-ie 
believe this resonance width was probably caused by power broadening. Significant 
positron excitation was required [3] to observe the resonance because of the weal; 
coupling between the posinon cyclotron and the 'jEef ion motions and the  low 
rate of energy transfer between the positron cyclotron and axial energies in the 
high magnetic field of our trap [23].  

Due to the plasma rotation, ion species with different charge-to-mass ratios tend 
to  centrifugally separate in a Penning trap [24!25]. With positrons and 'Be+ ions, 
the positrons drift radially inward arid the hea.vier ions outward until both species 
come t,o t,kierinal equilibrium arid rotar,e at the same wT as a rigid ~ J O ~ I -  [%I. In the 
limit, of zero temperature, the edges of each plasma will be sharp (Debpe length- 
O), and the plasmas will completely separate, with the positrons forming a column 
of uniform dcnsit,y along the trap axis. If the 'Be+ plasma density is significantly 
below the Brillouin limit, the e+ and YBei densities are approximately equal and 
the plasma separation is quite small [%I. 

Figure l(h) shows an  image of a gBe+ - e+ plasma along with the radial depen- 
dence of the fluorescence signal. The 'Bei ion density 11.0 is calculated from the 
rotation frequency w, set by the rotating wall. With approximately equal density 
for both species, the number of positrons in the "dark" coluinn of the plasma image 
is no x 1') where V is the volume of the "dark" region. 

If any ions with a mass-to-charge rat.io less than 'Be+ are created during the 
positron accurnulation, they will also centrifugelly separate and contribute t o  the 
size of the non-fluorescing column in the plasriia center. With the '%a source 
bloclied, we deliberately created singly charged light-mass ions by ionizing back- 
ground gas with a -15 eV electron beam. From the volume of the central dark 
region as a function of time; the lifetime of the light-mass ions was measured to 
be less than 10 hours. Similar measurements were performed after accumulating 
positrons and are discussed in more detail in the next section. In this case very 

source was blocked for 12 hours. This indicates that  most of xhe dark central region 
in Fig. l ( b )  is due  to positrons rather than impurity ions of light rnass. 

To further verify that the dark central column ir i  Fig. l ( b )  is due to accurnulaced 
positrons, we pulsed the e'-'Be+ plasma onto the 7 pm Ti foil locat,ed above 
the [rap and detected the resulting positron xinihilation radiat)ion. The posit~ron 
amihilation radiation was det.ected wit!i a YaI scintillation crJ-atal mounred 2.5 or 

little change in the  volume of the central dark regior, was observed after tke --Na ,,? 
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:i?iier tube m o ~ ~ ~ e d  a fen- feet z3ol.e [he m - g i e ~ .  The 
remo~.--ed h r n  [he niagner bore during this proced7.m. 

J1-e axemyTed  ti^ eject ali the posin-ons rapid!!. compared to  the r:se Lime of tile 
TaI C r p a 1  scincilistion (-300 iis 1. In xhis way the scintillation crystal will produce 
a sinzle pulse, free from background radiat,ion, n-hose height is proporiional to the 
nLiiiiber of annihilated positrons. The resulting arinihilation pulse was recorded on 
a digital oscilioscope. For a fixed procedure for posisron ejection the voltage peak 
of the ounput pulse i:-as proportional to  the amount of light-mass charge measured 
from side-view images such as Fig. l(b). However, changing the ejeccion procedure 
by pulsing the positrons n-ith digerent voltages, or by moving the positrons t o  
the load trap for ejection, produced, in man?; cases, a different proportionality 
constant. For some conditions the output annihilation pulse was significant.ly longer 
than the  scintillator single-event pulse and delayed beyond the scintillator and 
hgh-voltage pulse rise-times. This indicated that for these conditions not all the  
positrons mere dumped simultaneously. We believe the reason for this is pick-up and 
ringing induced by the high-voltzge pulse on different trap electrodes. Therefore, 
to estimate the nuniber of trapped positrons, only annihilation procedures tha t  
produced single-event pulses were used. 

The NaI crystal detection system was calibrated with a -37 kGc1 (1 pC) 68Ge 
source. Overall we estimate the uncertainty in determining the number of anni- 
hilated positrons from the peak of the annihilation pulse to  be -25 %. Figure 
2 summarizes the results of positron annihilations done with several different es-  
perimei-ita1 procedures. Systematic variation between the different procedures is 
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observed. Il‘hile we do nat. understand this variation. ;he posixron number deter- 
mined by die  annihilation method should proT-ide ’i l~nrer lirnit for :he : 
:rapped positroris. In all cases :he p o s i m n  nuiriber measured bj- ainihilaiion is 
greater zhan the number calculated from the wluine 3f the “dark“ column. Hoa-- 
ever: :he -40 5% diaerence is on the order of the combined uneeitainq uf these two 
posicron mezuremeiit methods. Therefore we cannot, cieiemline with any certai1iTJ. 
n-hether the number of :rapped positrons is greater than indicated bj‘ the 1-olume of 
:he “dark” column. However the anriihilatiori measurements do suppox our claim 
that most of the  light-mass charges in images such as Fig. 1 (b)  are positrons that 
have centrifugally separated from the Be’ ions. 

Centrifugal separation implies tha.t the positrons are rotating with the same 
rotation frequency as the Bei ions and are cold enough to  have approximately the  
same density. We observed centrifugd separation of the positrons with rotation 
frequencies up to 1 MHz. For larger rotation frequencies, the radius of the positron 
column was too small to  clearly see separation. In the 6 T magnetic field of this 
experiment wr M 3r>: 1 MlHz gives positron densities -4x?Og ~ m - ~ .  This is - 50 
times greater than the highest positron density previously achieved [ l G ] .  

XV POSITRON ACCUh4UL_rPTION AND LIFETIhlE 

Because of method’s siniplicit,y, we initially attempted to load positrons by fol- 
lowing, as much as possible, the method described in Ref. 1131 of field ionizing 
high-R.ydberg positronium. The basic idea is that in high magnetic field a frac- 
tion of the moderated positroris that lea\-c tile moderator crystal combine n-it h 
an electron to form positronium in a very high Rpdberg s ta te  at the  moderat,or 
crystal‘s surface. .iifter leaving the crystal, the positronium travels illto the trap 
as long as the electric fields between the moderator and trap are not large enough 
t o  field-ionize tile Rydberg state. The trap potentials are adjusted t o  give a larger 
electric field inside the t rap capable of field-ionizing the positronium arid therefore 
capturing the positron. 

By mimicking this method we were ahle to accumulate a few thousand positrons. 
However, our accumulation ra.te is approximately 3 orders of ma.gnitude lower than 
that. obtained in [13] and 1iiniLed the  total number of positrons loaded i m o  Ehe trap. 
While both experiments are performed in a high magnetic field (5.3 T in [13] and 6 
T in our setup), there were substantial differences in the two setups. In particular, 
reference [13] used tungstjen moderaior crystals at, cryogenic (4 K) temperaturesl 
compared with the room-temperature Cu moderator used here. They- observed that 
their accumulatisn rate depended sensi-cively- on the gas absorbed on the  surface of 
the moderator crystal. Heating the moderator while the rest of the Trap is at 4.2 I< 
significanxly reduced the accumulation rate. Our Cu moderamr cryst.al was baked 
with The rest of the uap ai. 350 “C for about 2 weeks: which may- have desorbed 
much of the adsorbed g s e s .  Tle also plan to accumulate positrolls by the  nletltod 
outlined in Ref. [?I: wliere positr0r.s are ]oa.ded tlirougli &uiomh col]isiol1s iyiti] 



r r , + D ~ 4 .  "Ee- ions. Results of this niexhod TY~!! be disccssed i n  a fuxure pub1ica;iori. 
r i y r e  3 shon-s Tile measured iiktrime of the posim)cs. " e -  ions. and lizlit mess 

i Inpui - ip-  ions. The 'BeL ion and ;nosiron l i k i m e s  n-ere meisured siniultaneousl>- 
GI? the same plasma liy firsr, accumc,latiEg gositrons ai13 then blocking :he "'Ya 
Source and measuring the number of 'Bei inns and positrons that rernained after 
each dej- for a weel;. The trap volt,age during the lifetime measurement was -40 V. 
IT-hen Lhe ion and positron numbers were not being measured, the laser cooling and 
rotating electric field perturbation were turned 02. The measured lifetime of the 
positrons \vas 8 days and is nearly identical t.o t h e  measured 'Be' lifetime. This 
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FIGURE 3 .  Lifetime of positrons (solid circles), 'Be' ions (solid hoses, number shown = 
act,rial niimher + LOO) and light impurity ions (triangles) 

indicates that  the measured positron lifetime could be limited by the trapping life- 
time of charged particles in o w  trap, rather than by annihilation with background 
gas. We measure t h e  background pressure in our trap to  be between lo-' and 

Pa. The trap was baked at 350 "C for about 2 weeks and was pumped by a 
sputter-ion pump and  a titanium sublimation pump. For comparison we also show 
the measured lifetime of light-mass impurity ions. These ions such as  H;, H$ or 
He' disappear relatively quickly due to reactions with background gas molecules. 

V POSITRON TEMPERATURE ESTIMATE 

Centrifugal separation of twespecies ion plasmas has been observed and studied 
in 'BBe+-Hg+ [24], gBe+-26Mg' [XI; 'Be+-Cd+ [27], and gBe+-'36Xeg' ( 3 2 5  q 5 
44) [2S]  plasmas. In these experiments, laser-cooling of one ion species resulted 
in temperatures of less than -1 E( for the other ion species. However, the energy 
transfer in a e"-gBef collision is -1000 times weaker than in these previous syn -  
pathetic cooling studies. Because we could not find a more direct method, we used 
the centrifugal separation of the 'Bei ions and positrons to  place an upper limit of 
about 5 E: on tlie positron temperature of motion parallel to the magnetic field. 
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FIGUEE 4. (a)Calcuiated radial vxiation of che 'Be+ iori density for differenr posiuori temper- 
atures, and (b) Measured radial dependence of the fluorescence of scactered laser light for "ei 
- impurity ion and for YBe+-e' plasmas. 

In the 6 T niagner;ic field of the trap, the positroil c,yclotron motion is coupled t o  
the room temperature walls (electrodes) of the t rap with a -100 rris time constant. 
111 addition the positron cyclotron motion is collisionally coupled to  the positron 
axial motion, but this coupling becomes exponentially weak when the Larinor radius 
is less than the distance of closest approach (the strongly magIietized regime). For 
a 10' cm-3 positron plasrna this energy transfer rate is -10 Hz for T -10 I< [23]. 
Therefore we anticipate TI to be - 10 E; and greater than Til, which is cooled by 
Coulomb collisions with the laser-cooled 'Be+ ions. 

lu this 
case the different charged species were assumed to have  he s a n e  temperature 
as required in a global thermal equilibrium stmate. However, because of the weak 
thermal coupling between the positrons and 'Bei ions, the positrons could have 
a greater temperature than the 'Be+ ions. In order to  estimate the eEect, of the 
positron temperature on the centrifugal separation we calcula.Led the positron arid 
gEei radial density profiles for an infinitely long column assuming rigid rotation 
of the plasma bur; different temperatures. The 'Be' ions were assumed to be cold 
(TBe-=O) and the positron temperature non-zero (T,+ > 0). Figure 4ja) shows 
r;he results of these calculations for conditions similar to some of the experimental 
measurements (wT = h x 5 0 0  kHz, positroiis/len~th=l.5 x l o 5  cm-I). For a given 
positron temperature, the 'Be+ density makes a sharp jump t o  a non-zero zero 
density at a particular radius. This jump is then follo.i?red by a gradual increase 
at larger radii. As the positron temperature increases, the sharp jump hecomes 
smalier and the subsequent increase in the 'Be' densiiy more gradual. 

SVe compare these calculations with the experimental profiles of the radial \ x i -  
ation of fluorescence, or t he  'Be+-ei ion density (Fig. 4(b)). In the experimental 
measurements the plasmas had an aria! extent xhat is tL-picall?; smaller than the 
overall plasrna diameter (see Fig, lb)). However, the calculaIions: nriiich are for an 
infinitely long column. shciuld describe [,lie separation of t h e  species as ion5 zs the 

Centrifugal separation has tieen discussed theoretically by- O'Ncil ["I. 



!ere: o f  the dark rcgioii in ;iie ‘%A 3uorescence is smalie: t l im A e  zxial eneiir 
I ?  ;i’t.jma. T T P  ;>-pic3!!v worked ir! r h s  rozime. (So:;ipa:-ison or cLhe profiles ii: 
. -L3) &ad. i’b) shov.-s a iL>easur?il separation i : ~ ~ t  1s ~ i ~ ~ n c a n r i p  sharper th;<r! 

char c;.icaiated a.t 10 I< and reasomhi>- consisrent n.it,li the 3 1; separation. .Also 
siion-n in Fig A$) is <he rneasured separarion betn-een %e- iocs and liglx mas., 
ions for die sanie inner coluim size. From prei-ious studies of sympathetic coo1iiig 
:14.26-?8] xx-e expect the teinpera.tu;e of both species to  be less than 1 IC Hon-ever. 
because the sharpness of the separwion is much worse than calculated for T = 1 
E<; v e  believe the profile meesuremencs in Fig. 403) are limited by the resolution 
of the imaging-system optics. 

TVe emphasize that this temperature limit is only for positron motion parailel to  
the magnetic field. This is because for a s;rongl?- magnetized plasma the perpen- 
dicular kinetic energy is constrained by a many-particle adiabatic invariant [23].  
This modifies the particle distribution function (ivhich is what we measure in Fig. 
4(b)) with the result t ha t  the Debye length is determined by Til, not TI 1291. 

” .  

. . . . _  

VI DISCIITSSION AND ,4CKhTOW-LEDGMENTS 

The low accumulation rate limited to  a few thousand the number of positrons that 
could be accumulated. This number needs to  be significantly incremed for most of 
the potenxial applications of cold positrons, such as a source for cold beams. This 
could be done by combining the sympathetic cooling technique with an established 
technique for accumulating positrons [12-16]. It is interesting to speculate about 
the masiinuin number of‘ positrons that can lie sympathetically cooled. A potential 
iiniit. is the inmiher of ions that (:ail h directly laser-cooled. We can routinely load 
and laser-cool -lo6 ’Be+ ions t,o temperatures 510 mK. This ion number is limited 
by our loading technique rather than by the capabilities of laser-cooling. Urith a 
different loading technique ncn-neutral plasmas of -lo9 Mg+ ions have been laser- 
cooled to -1 K temperatures [30]. Therefore -10’ positrons, comparable t o  the 
current largest number of trapped positrons. could possibly be sympathetically 
laser-cooled in a Penning trap. This would proiiide a useful, very cold source of 
positrons in a room-temperature vacuum system. 
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